Kansas City, here we come!

In 2017, the Missouri Folk Arts Program (MFAP) kicked off “Show Me Folk,” imagined as a multi-year initiative to identify—for engagement—new-to-us traditional artists across Missouri, region by region, by way of annual field surveys. Supported by Folk & Traditional Arts Partnership grants from the National Endowment for the Arts and matched by the Missouri Arts Council, a consulting folklorist—with staff and local partners—conducts preliminary research. The visiting folklorist then works to identify leads to local traditions and tradition bearers, before mapping visits within the designated region. Last year, MFAP staff focused the survey in a dozen counties between Interstate 70 and the Iowa border, with the able skills of visiting folklorist and ethnomusicologist Thomas Grant Richardson. This year, MFAP welcomes Richardson back to survey Jackson County, especially the neighborhoods of “Historic Northeast” Kansas City, where he intends to record a series of video portraits.

Over a year ago, folklorist Mark Livengood, now director of Mid-Continent Public Library’s Story Center, invited colleagues from the Mid-America Arts Alliance, the Kansas City, Missouri Office of Culture and Creative Services, and the Kansas City Museum to meet with MFAP’s director to discuss Show Me Folk. After that meeting, MFAP narrowed the scope of its proposed 2019 metro-Kansas City field survey to include the northeast area comprised of six urban neighborhoods just northeast of downtown and south of the Missouri River. These Kansas City colleagues painted a vibrant picture of their city, one of the oldest immigrant neighborhoods. MFAP’s director assists organizations like Folk Alliance International and the Sugar Creek Slavic Fest with their Missouri Arts Council grants, and our state arts agency funds cultural organizations in the historic northeast with festival and minority arts grants.

With the dedicated field survey in Jackson County, MFAP staff now welcomes the opportunity to explore a region that is actively in transition, vividly symbolized by restaurant menus, new storefronts, and historic preservation. For instance, under the direction of Anna Marie Tutera, the Kansas City Museum is in the midst of the first stage of a monumental restoration and renovation, due to reopen in 2020. The property has a storied past, originally built as a lumber baron’s estate in 1910, transformed with WPA labor into a history museum just before World War II, then reinterpreted as a natural history museum through the 1980s. Via the city’s Parks and Recreation Department, Tutera, museum staff, architects, and designers recognize the property as an “anchor institution,” they have reimagined the museum’s vision through the neighborhoods’ histories and multi-layered, multi-vocal cultural heritage. “We are working toward the sharing of stories,” Tutera explains, with a design plan that “focuses on the past, present, and future of Kansas City.” After renovations, the museum will include permanent and changing exhibitions, spaces for visual and performing arts, a café and culinary programs, radio station, and recording studio to capture oral histories. MFAP staff, then, is eager to pursue partnerships with Tutera, museum staff and neighbors.

Based on previous and new relationships in Jackson County, MFAP relishes the opportunities the upcoming Show Me Folk survey offers: to uncover local traditions with the assistance of Richardson and our Kansas City liaisons and to highlight those traditions in events with local partners, like the Kansas City Museum and the Mid-Continent Public Library’s Story Center.

MFAP director Dana Everts-Boehm highlighted older and newer Mexican traditions in the 1990s, like mariachi music and low-rider car customization (graphics, upholstery, and hydraulics). More recently, MFAP’s Folk Arts Specialist has forged relationships with southern Sudan newcomers, including dancers and musicians from the Dinka and Kuku traditions. MFAP’s director assists organizations like Folk Alliance International and the Sugar Creek Slavic Fest with their Missouri Arts Council grants, and our state arts agency funds cultural organizations in the historic northeast with festival and minority arts grants.
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